The [FHCl]-molecular anion has been investigated in detail by means of state-of-the-art ab initio electronic structure methods, including restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF), Mdller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2-MP4), and coupled-cluster and Brueckner methods incorporating various degrees of excitation [CCSD, CCSD (T) , BD, BD (T), and BD (TQ)]. The one-particle Gaussian basis sets ranged in quality from kcal mol-'. The second phase of the work involved the construction of a CCSD global surface from 208 and 228 energy points for linear and bent conformations, respectively, these being fit to rms errors of only 3.9 and 9.3 cm-', respectively, below 8000 cm-'. The surface was represented by a flexible analytic form which reproduces the quartic force field at equilibrium, exhibits the proper asymptotic properties, and is generally applicable to ionmolecule systems. The final phase of the study entailed the determination of converged J=O and J= 1 variational eigenstates of the [FHCl]-surface to near the HF+Cl-dissociation threshold by employing Jacobi coordinates and vibrational configuration interaction expansions in terms of natural modals. The fundamental vibrational frequencies given by the analysis were yt =247, ~,=876, and v3=2884 cm-'. The complete vibrational eigenspectrum was then analyzed in terms of several contemporary dynamical issues, including vibrational adiabaticity, anharmonic resonances, densities of high-lying states, and signatures of quantum ergodicity.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Transition state spectroscopy via photodetachment of hydrogen bihalide anions
The elucidation of transition state regions of reactive potential energy surfaces is a sine qua non of chemical reaction dynamics. In traditional approaches, features of transition states are deduced via the determination of asymptotic properties of reactions, including thermal and microscopic rate coefficients and state-specific product energy and angular distributions. In recent years, however, the direct spectroscopic characterization of transition states for simple chemical reactions has become a viable technique. l-5 The most successful applications of transition state spectroscopy have involved half-collision experiments, in which the transition state is accessed by photoexcitation of a stable precursor rather than in a scattering event. In this way the extensive averaging over initial conditions which attends full collision studies is averted because severe restrictions are placed on the starting geometry. Two effective techniques for imposing such geometric constraints are the photodetachment of stable negative ions and the photoexcitation of van der Waals precursors. ' The scattering wave functions of long-lived, quasibound vibrational manifolds in transition state regions effectuate abrupt resonances in reaction cross sections as a function of total energy for fixed angular momentum.6 Myriad efforts to characterize and quantify resonances for reactive scattering have focused on the H-t-H, and F+H2 (Refs. 27-44) systems, often spawning considerable debate over data interpretation. In a recent series of half-collision experiments involving photodetachment of hydrogen bihalide anions [XHY]-, Neumark and co-workers1*2,45-4y ha ve observed sharp spectral features which provide compelling evidence for quasibound states and reactive resonances on the X + HY neutral surfaces for hydrogen transfer. In such heavy-light-heavy systems, the skew angle between the entrance and exit valleys is very acute in conventional mass-scaled coordinate representations of the surface; in particular, the subtended angles range from 7" for IHI to 18" for FHF. Consequently, the mode involving hydrogen transfer in the transition state can to a large extent become dynamically uncoupled from the dissociation channels of the system, providing auspicious circumstances for the occurrence of quasibound vibrational states.
The photoelectron spectrum of [IHI] -is characteristic of the symmetric hydrogen bihalide anions. 'p2'46 Photodetachment at 266 nm (4.66 eV) produces electron kinetic energy peaks (widths) at 0.734 (0.074), 0.560 (0.023), and 0.369 (0.050) eV, all of which correspond to levels above the I+HI dissociation threshold. These three features, which are spaced 1400-1550 cm-' apart, are attributable to a uj = (0, 2, 4) progression in the antisymmetric hydrogen stretching mode of IHI, whose counterpart in the antecedent anion exhibits a fundamental frequency near 673 cm-' in matrix-isolation spectra.50 Another intense band due to an excited electronic state of IHI appears in the photoelectron spectrum when higher-energy photons (213 nm, 5.82 eV) are used for electron detachment.' Enhanced resolution of the three principal u; peaks is achieved via threshold photodetachment spectroscopy, revealing additional progressions within each band.47 The characteristic spacing of the features of the vi = (2,4) bands is approximately 100 cm-', implicating upper-state manifolds of quasibound symmetric stretching levels in the IHI transition state region.51 In contrast, the structure within the u; = 0 peak appears to signal a progression in internal rotor states of the IHI complex.2 two-dimensional quantum mechanical analyses of the observed Franck-Condon profiles. Schatz52-56 has simulated the photoelectron spectra of [ClHCl]-and [IHI] -by computing neutral scattering wave functions on model London-Eyring-Polanyi-Sato (LEPS ) surfaces using a three-dimensional coupled-channel method and hyperspherical coordinates. The [ClHCl]-and [IHI] spectra have also been analyzed by Gazdy and Bowman57 by means of a three-dimensional L2 simulation. Complementary time-dependent analyses of the [XHyl- photoelectron spectra have given additional insights into the nature of the quasibound states in the XHY transition state regions. In the usual quantum mechanical approach,2*4835862 the initial wave packet derived from the ground vibrational state of the anion is propagated on a model neutral surface, and the time autocorrelation function, whose Fourier transform yields o(E), is concurrently evaluated. In the classical mechanical method of analysis (CMMA), which has been applied to the FHF and [ClHCl]-systems by Hahn et al.,63*64 the "assignment" of quantal resonances is achieved by the identification and characterization of associated periodic orbits in classical trajectory simulations.
Mixed bihalide anions which are strongly asymmetric yield photoelectron spectra whose structure is markedly different from that observed for [IHI] -.
In the [FHI]-case, well-resolved peaks appear in the 2 13 nm spectrum at electron kinetic energies of 2.143, 1.992, and 1.098 eV,48 but these features are due to Au,=0 transitions which access three different low-lying electronic states of the neutral species, as shown by the absence of isotopic shifts upon deuterium substitution. Presumably, progressions in the antisymmetric hydrogen stretching mode are not observed because the associated potential energy cross sections are very similar on the initial and final surfaces, a circumstance anticipated for an anion of pronounced FH . I-character. The photoelectron spectrum of [ClHI] -constitutes an unambiguous intermediate case between [IHI]-and [FHI] in that vibrational progressions within two low-lying electronic states of the neutral are observed whose intensity profiles fall off rapidly as u; increases4* The level spacings within these progressions are strikingly similar to the fundamental frequency of free HCl.
A major impediment to quantitative theoretical treatments of the photodetachment process in hydrogen bihalide systems is the lack of reliable ab initio surfaces for both the initial and final states. Heretofore harmonic oscillator wave functions have been assumed for the vibrational states of most anions, an approximation which is known to be particularly severe for symmetric bihalide species.656g Moreover, neutral scattering wave functions have generally been computed on LEPS surfaces of dubious quality. A step toward the elimination of this dearth of potential surface information has been accomplished in the ab initio investigation reported here on the mixed bihalide species [FHCl] -, in which the chemical and physical characteristics of the complex are thoroughly analyzed (Sec. III), a global potential energy surface is constructed (Sec. ' IV) , and the vibrational eigenspectrum is determined to near the HF + Cl-dissociation threshold (Sec. V) .
B. Spectroscopic and thermochemical issues for hydrogen bihalide anions
The rich structure in the experimental photoelectron spectra of [XHyl- species has prompted several theoretical simulations of the photodetachment process in hydrogen bihalide anions. All of these theoretical studies have been based on the Condon approximation, whereby the photodetachment cross section o(E) is proportional to the square modulus of the overlap integral (~,6(" (E) 1 @i-j) between bound vibrational wave functions of the anion, &-I, and continuum wave functions, q(O) (E), for reactive scattering on the neutral surface. In constructing effective collinear surfaces to reproduce their photodetachment experiments, have employed the adiabatic bend and diagonal-corrected vibrational adiabatic hyperspherical (DIVAH) models in simple one-and
The intrigues of transition state spectroscopy notwithstanding, the present study of [FHCl] -was motivated primarily by an inherent interest in the vibrational dynamics and thermochemistry of the hydrogen bihalide anions. These species are prototypes of the extremes of hydrogen bonding, as actualized by a competition between halide anions of widely varying proton affinities. The vibrational motion of the central proton occurs on surfaces ranging in character from the particle-in-a-box paradigm for the centrosymmetric ions6' to perturbed anharmonic oscillators of free hydrogen halides for the strongly asymmetric species. In the former case, the principal hydrogen stretching frequency is downshifted by as much as 2600 cm-' upon complexation, and the structure of the vibrational spectrum is dominated by electron correlation and higher-order anharmonicity effects.65 Microscopic probes of reaction dynamics on WHY]-surfaces provide a view complemen- ' The binding energy relevant to the preferred dissociation channel [XHYJ--+HX+Y-is listed first in kcal mole'. Most of the experimental values are actually enthalpies of complexation at ambient temperature, while the theoretical results are 0 K predictions. If available, the H-X and H-Y bond distances for each [XHYj-anion are sequentially given next in A. The experimental data include zero-point vibrational effects. Sets of fundamental vibrational frequencies (Y, ,vr,v~) then appear in cm-', where vt corresponds to the interhalogen (symmetric) stretch, vr to the degenerate bend, and y to the principal (antisymmetric) hydrogen stretch. The selected condensed-phase experimental frequencies are those most closely correspondent with the character of the anion in the gas phase. Finally, selected references are provided in the order of the listed data entries, semicolons being used to partition the list accordingly. Those references in the last partition are supplementary to the listed data. bAbbreviations: G=gas phase, S=solid phase, M=matrix isolation, na=not available. The data in italics are estimates; underlined frequencies are average positions of split bands. In the theoretical section, o and v indicate whether the frequency predictions are harmonic or anharmonic results, respectively. @The bending frequencies in these cases may actually be overtones.
tary to bound-state spectroscopy experiments, as exemplified by the studies of Leone and co-workers"," in which the nascent vibrational product distributions for the thermal proton abstraction reactions X--I-HY + HX( Y) + Y - (X=F, Cl; Y =Cl, Br, I) were measured via infrared chemiluminescence detection in a flowing afterglow apparatus.
In Table I , a grid of relevant structural and spectroscopic data is presented for the hydrogen bihalide ions in the form of an array partitioned into experimental (upper) and theoretical (lower) triangles. The references listed therein50*56P65-6g'72-'06 are current and apposite but by no means exhaustive in each case. Review articles by Emsley, 72 Ault, 73 and Andrews74 can be perused for additional details. For most ions the binding energy (14-39 kcal mol-') associated with the preferred dissociation channel, [XHY] -+ HX + Y-, has been determined in ioncyclotron resonance experiments involving halide exchange equilibria by and Kebarle."
The early condensed-phase investigations by Evans and Lo8G84 and the matrixisolation studies of Ault and co-workers50~73185-88 account for most of the infrared data for these systems. Two distinct structural types are consistently revealed in the vibrational spectra: (type I) asymmetric ions with localized potential wells and high hydrogen-stretching frequencies, and (type II) centrosymmetric ions with broad surfaces and low hydrogen-stretching frequencies. Both type I and type II absorptions are typically observed for each anion, indicating strong interactions with various trapping-site environments and the necessity of gas-phase IR data for unambiguous characterizations. The first recording of a highresolution infrared spectrum of any polyatomic molecular anion in the gas phase occurred in a 1986 investigation of [FHFj-by Kawaguchi and Hirota8' in which velocitymodulation infrared diode laser spectroscopy was emgo,'1 ployed. Subsequent work by these researchers using this technique on the [FHF]-and [ClHCl]-systems has provided the only gas-phase geometric structures and fundamental frequencies currently available for hydrogen bihalide anions. current predictions by Botschwinag8 and Yamashita and Morokuma,"' led to the reassignment of v3 to a band subsequently detected at 1331 cm-l.go More recently, Spirko and co-workers66*67 have constructed a mixed MP4 and CCSDT-la surface for [FHF]-using a F[5s3p2d], H[3s2p] basis set. A three-dimensional variational vibrational analysis67 on this surface subsequently predicted the fundamental frequencies (vl,v2,v3) = (570,1302,1316) (vI,v~,v~) = (300,789,694) cm-' by the same vibrational method, as compared to values of (3 18,795,723) lo6 using moderately sized basis sets. The predicted bond distances of the last three species, in which the HF and HCl units are essentially preserved, constitute the only available structural data for these ions. The associated bindingenergy predictions suffer from basis set superposition errors, size consistency problems, and uncertainties in zeropoint vibrational energies but are broadly consistent with experimental estimates of the corresponding quantities. The data listed in Table I (2dlf,2pld), QZ( l+) (2dlf,2pld), and nHF(extpoZ). In the fnst five cases, whose designations are of the form A (k+ > (x,y>, A is broadly descriptive of the underlying sp basis, (k-t-> symbolizes the addition of k sets of diffuse orbitals to each center, and x and y indicate the sets of polarization functions appended to the heavy atoms and the hydrogen atom, respectively. The nHF( extpol) basis is comprised of a large, uncontracted sp set of near HartreeFock quality (nHF) augmented by an extended set of dand f-type polarization functions (extpol tions (CGFs) from 9 1 in the TZ( + ) (2d,2p) case to 28 1 in the nHF(extpoZ) set. For each basis set the size and contraction designation appear in Table II. The TZ (triple-c) sp basis for fluorine consists of the (10~6~) Gaussian primitives of Huzinaga1r3 and the (5~3~) contractions of Dunning. '14 The analogous hydrogen basis is a Huzinaga-Dunning"37114 (5s/3s) set in which the exponents are scaled for molecular calculations by the standard factor of 1.4g2. For chlorine, the TZ basis involves the (12&p) neutral-atom primitives of McLean and Chandler "' contracted to (9.~6~) according to (4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1) and , , , , , , , , (4 1 1 1 1 1) schemes for the s and , 9 f , , p functions, respectively. The Gaussian exponents of the diffuse functions in the TZ( 1+) basis sets are cr,(F) =0.1164, clp(F) =0.071 61, a,(H) =0.066 96, cr,(Cl) =0.05177, and aJCl> =0.045 25. The exponents of the additional s and p primitives employed in the TZ(2+ ) case are a,(F) =0.039 51, cl,(F) =0.024 32, a,(H) =0.020 51, o~,(C!l) =0.015 89, and cr,(Cl) =0.016 08. All of these diffuse-function exponents were derived from average even-tempering ratios computed from the last three valence primitives in the underlying TZ sp sets. The QZ (quadruple-c) sp functions consist merely of looser contractions of the primitives in the TZ basis sets for each atom. Specifically, for fluorine a Huzinaga-Dunning' I391 l4 ( lOs6p/5s4p) contraction is utilized, whereas for chlorine (3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1) , f 3 , f 2 , , , and (3,1,1,1,1,1,1) contraction schemes of the McLean-Chandler "' s and p primitives are used to arrive at ( 12s9p/lOs7p) sets. The hydrogen (5s/3s) contraction in the QZ set is the same as that selected in the TZ case. Likewise, the diffuse functions appended to all atoms in the QZ and TZ basis sets are identical.
The polarization-function exponents employed for fluorine and hydrogen in both the TZ and QZ basis sets are the correlation-optimized values of Dunning. ' I6 In particular, the exponents for the 2d, 3d, and 1 f sets for fluorine are, in order, (0.855, 3.107) , (0.586, 1.725, 5.014) , and 1.917, while those of the 2p, 3p, and Id sets for hydrogen are (0.388, 1.407) , (0.292, 0.838, 2.292) , and 1.057. The corresponding d polarization sets for chlorine are based on a reference exponent of 0.619 for correlated wave functions, as given by a formula proposed by Ahlrichs and Taylor.'17 Successive splitting of this value by multiplicative factors of 31'2 and 3-1'2 gives 2d and 3d sets with the exponents (0.357, 1.072) and (1.857, 0.619, 0.206) , respectively. The chlorine lf set involves the exponent c~~=O.70, as recommended by Frisch, Pople, and Binkley. 11' The supernumerary s and p orbitals of the Cartesian polarization manifolds are not excluded in the TZ and QZ basis sets, i.e., six and ten components are used in the d and f sets, respectively.
The uncontracted nHF(extpol) basis is comprised of F( 18s13p6d4f), C1(20s14p7d5f), and H(8s3p2dlf) primitive sets, whose exponents are explicitly given in a footnote."' For fluorine and chlorine these sets are built up from the F( 17.~12~) and Cl-( 19s14p) primitives of Partridge,'20-123 the former being augmented by a set of diffuse s and p orbitals and the latter by a single diffuse s function in order to fully span the range of exponents present in the TZ( 1 + > and QZ( 1 + ) basis sets. For hydrogen the 7s primitive set of van Duijneveldt124 is employed after the addition of a diffuse s function. The nHF( extpol) polarization manifolds for fluorine are constructed from the 3d and 2 f correlation-optimized sets of Dunning,' l6 which are expanded to 6d and 4f sets by even-tempered extension into the core region. In a similar fashion, the 3d set for chlorine appearing in the TZ( 1 + ) (3d,3p) basis is enlarged to yield a 7d set capable of describing core correlation effects. The associated 5f set for chlorine is obtained by first splitting the af=0.70 exponent multiplicatively with factors of 3 * 1'2 prior to even-tempered expansion into the core region using a geometric ratio of 3. For hydrogen, polarization is effected in the nHF(extpoZ) basis with the 3p set described above, to which the 2d and 1 f manifolds of Dunning' l6 are appended. In the nHF(extpoZ) basis, only real combinations of the true Z=2 and 3 spherical harmonics are included in the d and f sets.
B. Electronic wave functions
All reference electronic wave functions in this study were determined by the single-configuration, selfconsistent-field, restricted HartreeFock method (RW.125-128 Dynamical electron correlation was accounted for primarily by the coupled-cluster singles and doubles method (CCSD), '29-'34 PSI'44 and GAUSSIAN 92145 were employed for auxiliary predictions. Unless otherwise stated, the fluorine 1s and the chlorine Is, 2s, and 2p core orbitals were excluded from the active space in the correlation treatments. Several high-lying virtual orbitals with energies greater than 21 hartree were also frozen in the correlation procedures. The number of such virtual orbitals attributable to the (F,Cl) core regions were (2, 7) and (2, 11) in the TZ and QZ basis sets, respectively. In the nHF(extpoZ) case, the number of frozen virtual orbitals localized on fluorine and chlorine were 58 and 62, respectively, while two extra frozen virtuals arose from the tight hydrogen primitives.
C. Vibrational analyses
Optimum geometric structures and harmonic vibrational frequencies for [FHCl] -and its diatomic fragments were determined with each of the four TZ basis sets at both the RI-IF and CCSD levels of theory. Analytic first-and second-derivative techniques14"'52 were employed to facilitate the RHF predictions, whereas energy points alone were used in the CCSD cases. Nonetheless, the CCSD optimum bond distances were located to 10v4 A by a cyclic interpolation scheme, and the corresponding harmonic frequencies were determined to cu. 0.1 cm-' via double-finite difference procedures with displacement sizes of 0.01 A and 0.02 rad for the simple internal coordinates. As described in Sec. IV, the global potential energy surface for [FHCl] was generated at the TZ( 1+) (3d,3p) CCSD level of theory, and ancillary RHF and MP2 data were obtained in the process. In order to guide the rigorous construction and vibrational analysis of the final surface, the complete TZ( 1+) (3d,3p) CCSD quartic force field for [FHCl]-was explicitly evaluated by numerical differentiation. A total of 10 single, 12 double, and 2 triple displacements of the simple internal coordinates sufficed to determine all constants in the quartic field from energy points computed to high precision (lo-" a.u. or better). The step sizes employed to generate the grid of energy data were 0.01 A and 0.02 rad, as before. After transformation of the TZ( 1 + ) (3d,3p) CCSD internal-coordinate quartic force field to a reduced normal-coordinate representation, vibrational anharmonic constants (xii) and vibrationrotation interaction constants (& were determined using formulas derived from second-order perturbation theory as applied to the standard vibration-rotation Hamiltonian153-157 for semirigid linear molecules. This procedure has been investigated extensively in the systematic studies of vibrational anharmonicity in linear and asymmetric top molecules by 
III. STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF THE [FHCI]-COMPLEX
A. Calibrations Investigation of the [FHCl]-molecular anion was initiated with calibrations of various theoretical methods for the HF, HCI, F-, and Cl-fragments. In Table III theoretical equilibrium bond distances, harmonic vibrational frequencies, vibrational anharmonic constants, and force constants through fourth order for HF and HCl are compared with experimental counterparts. The CCSD-RHF correlation shifts for the bond distances of HF and HCl are modest, ca. +0.018 and +0.007 A, respectively, and relatively insensitive to the basis sets listed in the table. The CCSD equilibrium bond lengths which result for HF and HCl are all within 0.0016 and 0.0023 A, respectively, of the accepted r, values, displaying a tendency toward the underestimation of these quantities. The high accuracy of the CCSD structural predictions indicates a balance of residual errors due to limitations of the correlation treatment and incompleteness of the basis set, although for these simple hydrides such errors are substantially mitigated relative to those of multiply bonded species.
The CCSD harmonic frequencies for HF and HCl are uniformly higher than experiment, but the ranges of error are only 21-64 and 19-37 cm- ', respectively. The TZ( 1 + > (3d,3p) CCSD method happens to provide the best predictions, in large part because the correlation shifts of -302 and -123 cm-' predicted for o,(HF) and w,(HCl), respectively, are largest for this level of theory. The CCSD predictions for wgc, of HF all lie within 1 cm-' of the empirical value (89.88 cm-') as a consequence of excellent individual reproduction of the underlying f Trr and f rrrr constants. For HCl only the TZ( l+ ) (3cL3p) and TZ( 1 + ) (2dlf,2pld) CCSD anharmonic constants compare as favorably with the observed value, w&HCl> =52.82 cm-'. In the TZ(1+)(2d, 2p) and TZ( 2+ ) (2d,2p) CCSD cases, the W& values are ca. 9 cm -I too large, a disparity which can be traced entirely to the overestimation of f Frr relative to f rT.
The principal conclusion of these calibrations is that the TZ( 1 + ) (3d,3p) CCSD method is a particularly advantageous level of theory in reproducing the harmonic and fundamental vibrational frequencies of HF and HCl, while also maintaining high accuracy in corresponding predictions of bond lengths and relative energies (vi& infirm). Accordingly, in this study the full potential surface for [FHCl] was generated at the TZ( 1+) (3d,3p) CCSD level, which for the HF and HCl asymptotes yields r, distances to approximately 0.002 A, w, values to 20 cm-', anharmonicities to 2 cm-', and f,,, f,,,, and frrrr force constants to l%-2%.
In addition, the TZ( l+> (3d,3p) CCSD method predicts the dipole moments lu,(HF) = 1.828 and ,uJHCl) = 1.114 D, which are in excellent agreement with the experimentally deduced p, values of 1.796 and 1.093 D, respectively.'6s Therefore, the asymptotic ion-dipole character of the HF+ Cl-and HCl+F-dissociation channels is accurately represented by the TZ ( 1 + ) ( 3d,3p) CCSD potential surface.
Total energies at several levels of theory are listed for F-, HF, Cl-, HCl, and [FHCl]-in Because the upper limit of the first range amounts to less than 0.2 kcal mol-', the sufficiency of the ( 1 + ) diffuse sp basis is demonstrated, in accord with the observation of nearly identical spectroscopic constants at the TZ( 1 + ) (2d,2p) and TZ(2+ ) (2d,2p) CCSD levels in Table III . The considerable magnitude of the (2d,2p) 4 (2dl f ,2pld) energy reductions relative to the (2d,2p) + (3d,3p) values is entirely consistent with the results of Dunning '16 and numerous others, demonstrating that the preference of the (2d,2p) + (3d,3p) augmentation in predicting the vibrational frequencies of HF and HCl arises from a more precise balance of residual errors rather than a more robust set of wave functions.
occurrence is manifested in a monotonic MPn series and remarkable agreement (within 0.035 kcal mol-') between the BD and BD (T) values and their coupled-cluster counterparts. The QZ( 1 + ) (2dlf,2pld) value of 7, for the [FHCl]-complex is 0.0086, which is shifted slightly downward from that of HF. Single-reference correlation treatments, at least in the bound regions of the surface, are thus entirely sufficient for this complex.
A comparison of analogous QZ( 1 + ) (2dl f ,2pld) and nHF ( + ) (extpol) total energies in Table II However, comparison of the corresponding F-and HF results to the exact total energies of these species, which include only limited relativistic contributions, shows that only about 40% of the core correlation energy is recovered in these cases by the nHF ( + ) (extpol) MP2 (FULL) procedure.
B. Geometric structure and spectroscopic constants
The total energy values listed in set B of Table II , which are based on TZ ( 1 + ) (3d,3p) CCSD reference geometries, consist of high-level correlation results for the QZ( 1 + ) (2dl f ,2pld) basis and MP2 predictions for the nHF( +) (extpol) set. For HCl and Cl-, the general trend is a lowering of the QZ( 1 + ) (2dl f,2pld) total energy as the correlation treatment is systematically improved, "Dissociation energies (0,) in kcal mol-', equilibrium distances (r,,R,) in A, harmonic frequencies (oi) in -I, and force constants (f f f ) of order n in aJ A+'.
%e CCSD-RHF correlation'~hi%'f~~the various quantities are given in parentheses. '(1) [FHCl]-+HF+CI-;
(2) MCI]--HCl+F-. AE, refers to the proton-transfer reaction HF rized as systems with "strong" ion-molecule hydrogen bonds while [FHCl] -is marginal is this regard. The general trend in the CCSD structural predictions for mCl]-is that augmentation of the TZ( I+ > (2d,2p) basis slightly contracts the H-F distance and concomitantly increases the H-Cl separation. Higher-order correlation terms should produce the opposite effect. In view of the data in Tables III and IV, The CCSD predictions for the harmonic stretching frequencies of [FHCl] -lie in the narrow ranges w1 ~ [248, 253] and w3~ [3232, 3256] cm-'. The correlation shifts reduce o3 by approximately 500 cm-', an immense change which is almost twice that observed for hydrogen fluoride itself. In contrast, the H-Cl stretching frequency is increased 37-39 cm-' by electron correlation, in accord with the previously observed tightening of the hydrogen bond due to dispersion forces. Such effects also shift the degenerate bending frequency upward by 43-61 cm-' to the range qe [869, 899] cm-'.
The TZ( 1 + ) (3d,3p) CCSD qua&c force field for [FHCl]-and resulting anharmonic constants and fundamental frequencies are presented in Table V . Because the fundamental frequencies derived in Sec. V by variational methods applied to the global surface are well reproduced by second-order perturbation theory applied to the quartic force field, it is of merit to point out certain chemical characteristics of the latter predictions here. The H-F stretching fundamental ( 'v3 =2913 cm-') exhibits a large negative anharmonicity ( -327 cm-') and is downshifted 1068 cm -', or 27%, from ~a of free hydrogen fluoride. The rigorous variational result, v3=2884 cm-', gives an even larger anharmonicity ( -357 cm-') and complexation shift (-1097 cm-'). According to Emsley,72 the sizeable v3 downshift in [FHCl]-places the hydrogen bond in this species at the lower limit of the class of "strong" ionmolecule hydrogen bonds. In the prototype of extreme hydrogen bonding, [FHF]-, the antisymmetric stretching fundamental ( 133 1 cm-'>'O is downshifted 66% from v. (HF) and displays a positive anharmonicity65 due to the dominance of quartic terms in the potential energy expansion. The y1 fundamental (246 cm-') of [FHCl]-shows limited anharmonicity (-4 cm-') and lies roughly 70 cm-' lower than the symmetric stretching fundamental of the more strongly bonded bichloride ion.g' The bending fundamental (~,=878 cm-') is also predominantly harmonic in nature and lies between v2( [FHF]-) = 1286 and
Experimental data for the fundamental frequencies of [FHCl]-were first obtained in a 1966 study by Evans and Lo,*t who treated crystalline tetraalkylammonium halides with HF gas and recorded the infrared spectra of the products in the solid phase and in methylene chloride and acetonitrile solutions. The salt (C2H,)4Nf[ClHF]-gave rise to absorptions at 2710, 1588, 863, 823, and 275 cm-' in the solid phase and 2850, 1570, and 835 cm-' in solution. Apart from the bands near 1580 cm-', which are attributable to the bending overtone 2v2, the condensed-phase spectral features are in direct correspondence with predicted fundamental frequencies of gas-phase [FHCl]-. The very strong, solution-phase absorption at 2850 cm-' is in particularly good agreement with the final variational result ( v3 = 2884 cm-') of Sec. V. The matrix-isolation spectra of the hydrogen bihalide ions are characteristic of two distinct structural types, which in the case of [FHCl]-give rise to intense hydrogen stretching absorptions at both 2491 and 933 cm-.
' 73 The large deviation of these frequencies from the predicted gas-phase value of v3 indicates that in each of the two matrix trapping sites, the counterion has a considerable influence on the electronic structure of the [FHCl] -species.
C. Proton-transfer energy and chloride affinity
In Table IV (F-) is greater than e,,,(HF) by 2.7 kcal mol- ', but e,,,,(Cl-) is in fact less than E,& HCl) by 5.5 kcal mol-'. Thus, the correlation contributions for the HF-H + + F-and Cl-+H + + HCl half reactions are actually cumulative rather than compensatory, as anticipated from the Yi diagnostics reported above. In Fig. 1 , a plot appears of the AE, values derived from the QZ( 1 + ) (2dlf,2pld) entries of set B in Table II . The oscillatory pattern of the MPn predictions is prominent, and even the MP4 result is removed by 3 kcal mol-' from the apparent n-particle limit. However, the BD and CCSD reaction energies, 40.85 and 40.49 kcal mol-', respectively, are quite similar, and the addition of the perturbative correction for connected triple excitations essentially brings these two values into coincidence at 39.4 kcal mol-'. Even though the proton-transfer process is isogyric, the (Q) contribution arising from connected quadruple excitations is not negligible; in particular, AE, is increased to 39.97 kcal mol-' at the BD(TQ) level. It is reasonable to approximate the effect of basis set incompleteness on the QZ( 1 + ) (2dlf,2pld) BD (TQ) prediction as the QZ( l+) (2dlf,2pld) +nHF( +) (extpol) MP2 shift in AE,, which amounts to -0.42 kcal mol-'. Correlating the core electrons in the nHF( + > (extpol) MP2 procedure gives an additional change of -0.09 kcalmol-'; hence, a final value of 39.45 is engendered for AE,. Zero-point vibrational corrections including anharmonicity result in AEs=37.83 kcal mol-'. The accepted heats of formation at 0 K (in kcal mol-') "' for the species involved in the proton-transfer reaction are HF( -65.13 *0.19), HCl( -22.02*0.05), F-(-59.91 =tO.14), and Cl-( -54.82*0.10), which yield AEo=38.02&0.26 kcalmol-'. Thus, the ab initio methods employed here predict a proton-transfer energy well within the error bars of the accepted value. 'Umts: Ea(hartree), AE, and D,(kcalmol-'), r, and R,(A), wi, vi, xij and 103ai (cm-'), and force constants relative to simple internal coordinates consistent with energy in aJ, distances in A, and angles in rad. bathe bending displacement variable p=a---B(F-H-Cl) is a true angle and not a linear bending coordinate. 'Fundamental frequencies obtained via second-order perturbation theory (no anharmonic resonances observed). The rigorous values given by variational techniques appear in parentheses.
[FHCl]--+HCl+F-.
The CCSD results in Table IV Table IV . As seen therein, the dispersion forces which contract R,(H-Cl) and increase w1 in the [FHCI]-complex also lead to associated enhancements of 3-4 kcal mol-' in the chloride affinity. The pattern of the QZ( 1 + > (2dlf,2pld) predictions for O,(l), as depicted in Fig. 1 , is inverted relative to the proton-transfer profile. The span of the MPn oscillations is less than 1 kcal mol-', however, and the (T) contribution to the BD and CCSD values is significantly smaller. The BD (T) result leads to a prediction of 23.6 kcal mol-' for the n-particle limit with the QZ(l+>@dlf, 2pld) basis. As in the AE, case, the nHF( + ) (extpol) frozen-and unfrozen-core MP2 results provide further corrections to this prepiction, viz., -0.45 and f0.11 kcal mol-', respectively. The unknown error due to relaxation of the TZ( 1 + ) (3d,3p) CCSD structure of [FHCl]-should be quite limited, because the fRR constant in Table V In the ion-cyclotron resonance experiments of Larson and McMahon,76177 the chloride-exchange reaction CISO, + HF e CIHF-+SOz was found to have a gasphase equilibrium constant of 2.1 at ambient temperature. By invoking statistical thermodynamic approximations for the entropy change of this reaction and employing a chloride affinity of 20.9 for the SO, reference species, the enthalpy of complexation at 298 K for [FHCl]-was ascertained to be 21.8 kcal mol-'. By comparison, the chloride affinities of HCI, HCN, and HsO were found to be, in order, 23.1, 21.0, and 14.4 kcalmol-1,77 and the fluoride affinities of HF, HCN, and H,O were placed at 38.5, 21.1, and 23.3 kcal mol-*,75 respectively. Based on the molecular parameters reported here, the thermal correction for the enthalpy of [FHCl]-complexation gives the empirical result Do(l) =20.7 kcal mol-', in agreement with the proposed theoretical value within experimental uncertainty.
The chloride aflinity of hydrogen fluoride was used by Larson and McMahon76 to estimate the bromide and iodide affinities of HF as 17 and 15 kcal mol-', respectively, on the basis of an assumed linear correlation between the D. Bonding analysis
The [FHCl]-species is one of the chloride-ion adducts of Brdnsted acids whose hydrogen bonds have been analyzed previously by Larson and McMahon7' by means of a simple electrostatic model consisting of ion-permanent dipole, ion-induced dipole, and electronic repulsion terms. Good agreement between the observed chloride affinities and those predicted by the electrostatic model was found for numerous first-period hydrides, including HF, HCN, H20, and NH3. The hydrogen bonding was thus characterized as "appreciably electrostatic" in these instances. Indeed, plots of halide binding energies vs gas-phase acidities for a series of chloride and fluoride adducts suggested that Cl-binding to Brdnsted acids exhibits significantly more electrostatic character than F-binding. However, for the strong acids HCl, HCOsH, and CH,CO,H, deficiencies in the predictions of the electrostatic model evidenced considerable charge transfer in the corresponding chloride-ion adducts.
The hydrogen bond in [FHCl]-was subjected to a rigorous analysis in the current investigation according to the energy decomposition scheme of Morokuma.'72-175 The implementation of the Morokuma procedure employed the QZ( 1+) (2dlf,2pld) basis set and assumed the TZ( 1 + ) (3d,3p) CCSD optimum structures for hydrogen fluoride and the hydrogen-bonded complex. The method was programmed independently at Stanford and checked using the [FHF]-system as a benchmark. '76 The bonding analysis entailed the following steps: (a) The RHF energy and molecular orbitals (Q) were determined for each of the Cl-and HF fragments, giving the individual Hartree- From the resulting energy (EJ, the magnitude of the interfragment exchange repulsion was computed as enx = E4 -Ez. ( f) The geometry of the hydrogen-bonded complex was relaxed to its optimum structure by elongating the H-F bond to 0.9600 A without varying the interhalogen distance. (g) The proper RHF energy (Es) of the complex was computed at the relaxed geometry. The portion of the RI-IF binding energy (Es---E,) not accounted for by the electrostatic, polarization, and exchange terms involves the charge-transfer energy (em) and a contribution due to higher-order component mixing ( eMIx) . Therefore, the sum of +T and e$,nX was quantified as E, -E4-E3 + El.
(h) The BD (T) correlation energies of the separated fragments and the [FHCl]-complex were determined. The correlation-energy shift in the chloride binding energy was ascribed to the dispersion contribution to the hydrogen bond, ($1~. values of the electrostatic potential of the free acid at x(Cl-) 2nd x(H+), the respective positions of the chloride ion and the acidic proton. Morokuma has formulated a refined procedure'73 whereby the CT and MIX terms are separated by computing the charge-transfer energy directly, but this further decomposition is not of concern here. It is also worth noting that the precise values of the individual components of the Morokuma decomposition depend on the geometric path assumed in the formation of the complex. This issue was highlighted in the early analysis of [FHFJ-, in which the 4-3 1G basis set was used. 176 In the present bond analysis, intramolecular geometry relaxation is ascribed solely to the charge-transfer term.
The values of the QZ( l+) (2dlf,2pld) energy components of the hydrogen bond of [FHCl]-were found to be eEs= -27.33, ept= -5.16, +X= 18.27, eCT++fIX = -4.96, and eDisp= -4.51 kcal mol-'.i7' The ES interaction is clearly the dominant contributor to the binding energy. The PL enhancement of the electrostatic driving force offsets about 30% of the sizeable exchange repulsion as the adduct is formed. Because the MIX term is small and typically negative for ES-preponderate complexes,175 the charge-transfer stabilization appears to be less than each of the other bonding contributions. This inference is consistent with several Mulliken population analyses performed here with varying basis sets which indicated that the net charge on Cl-is reduced by only 0.08-0.10 upon complexation.
In this study stringent conditions were placed on the analytic representation of the global ab initio potential energy surface of the FHCl]-system. In particular, essentially exact reproduction was required of no less than ten features of the actual surface: ( 1) optimum geometric structures of HF, HCl, and [FHCl]-;
(2) the HF -i-Cl--+ [FHCl]-complexation energy and the HF + Cl-+ HCl+ F-proton-transfer energy; ( 3 > all quadratic force constants and harmonic vibrational frequencies of HF, HCl, and [FHCl]-; (4) the cubic and quartic force constants of HF, HCl, and [FHCl]-, and hence the vibrational anharmonic constants (xii) and vibration-rotation interaction constants a: of these species; (5) continuous and smoothly varying higher-order derivatives of the surface throughout the bonding region; (6) the minimum-energy path (MEP) for the protontransfer reaction, i.e., the optimum value of r(H-F) +R (H-Cl) for each fixed value of the progress variable r(H-F) -R(H-Cl); (7) the dissociative profile of the [FHCl]-complex not only to HF+Cl-and HCl+F-but also to the atomic fragments Hi-F + Cl-and H + Cl + F-; (8) the detailed structure (ca. 5 cm-' resolution) of the surface in the space of all geometric configurations lying below the first dissociation threshold (HF+Cl-) near 8150 cm-'; (9) asymptotic long-range ion-dipole binding energies of the form -pRm2, where p is the equilibrium dipole moment of the diatomic fragment (HCl or HF) which interacts with its complementary anion (F-or Cl-) over a distance R; and (10) barriers to full internal rotation in regions characteristic of a diatomic molecule in the field of a complexing atomic anion, including the decay of these barriers to the asymptotic form 2pRm2 at long distances. In a recent investigation of the ClCH&!N+Cl-SN2 identity exchange reaction, Wladkowski et al. 17 ' presented a simplified bond analysis of the [ClCH,CN * Cl]-complex in which the electrostatic potential +[x] surrounding free ClCH,CN was probed at x(Cl-), the position of Cl-in the adduct. When this approach is applied to the [FHCl]-adduct at the QZ( 1 + ) (2dl f ,2p Id) RHF level, it is found that a negative point charge residing at the chloride position of step (b) above is bound by -e$[x(Cl-)]= -26.20 kcal mol-' due to the charge distribution of free hydrogen fluoride. Therefore, a point-charge model accounts nicely for the ens component of the Morokuma decomposition. Wladkowski et al. I" also suggested that in ES-type chloride-ion adducts, the empirically observed correlation of chloride affinity (CA) with gas-phase acidity for BrQnsted acids results from an inverse correlation of the were also determined at the CCSD and CCSDT-la levels of theory. The variational vibrational analysis in their study proceeded on an analytic surface represented as an expansion in a set of rectilinear internal displacement variables derived by Pliva.ls5 As a final example, the vibrational analyses of several cationic assemblies of alkali metal atoms (Liz, L&Na+, LiNa$, KLiNa+, K2Li+, and LiH$ ) by Searles, Nagy-Felsobuki, and co-workers warrant mention. '80-184 In these investigations the use of Pad& approximants comprised of polynomial expansions in simple or exponential variants of Dunham, Simons-Parr-Finlan ( SPF) , or Ogilvie'86 coordinates was developed into an automatic nonlinear triatomic surface-fitting procedure facilitated by singular-value decomposition (SVD ) techniques. 'so Expansions of the potential surface in terms of some (perhaps astutely) selected set of internal coordinates were avoided here in favor of compact, closed-form representations involving smoothly varying functions with appropriate boundary conditions and asymptotic forms. This approach proved quite effective in meeting the formidable requirements outlined above on the analytic representation of the global surface. Moreover, the occurrence of singularities and unphysical features of the surface at highly distorted configurations was thereby prevented. The guiding principle of the effort was to build up the complete surface from precise, global parametrizations of the energy protile, surface curvature, and geometric coordinates along the minimum-energy path (MEP) for the proton-transfer reaction, as defined in criterion (6). The principal technique involved the nesting of flexible functions with several variable parameters within the arguments of simple, smooth functions of appropriate mathematical forms. In this way the smoothness and asymptotic criteria (2, 5,7, 9, and 10) were achieved while sufficient flexibility was maintained to satisfy conditions ( 1, 3,4, 6, and 8) . The surfacefitting procedures were implemented with the Mathematics package, is7 whose symbolic manipulation and graphical representation facilities proved indispensable. The final surface is represented in terms of the variables
, and p =T-0( F-H-Cl).
The stepwise construction of the surface is described below. The explicit functional forms appear in Eqs. ( l )- (47), the values of the parameters therein being tabulated in Table VI . Atomic units (hartree, bohr, rad) are assumed in all cases.
A. MEP parametrization
For 25 fixed values of y in the range [-4.3,3 .6] bohr, energy cross sections along the symmetric bond displacement coordinate x=S1 were mapped out, and polynomial interpolation of various orders was used to locate the minimum-energy positions So, (y). Because the curvature of the surface is always positive for bending displacements from the reference points (x,y,p) = [sD,(y>,y,O] , all MEP structures are linear. In Fig. 2 the MEP data are plotted, revealing the expected hyperbolic dependence of So, on y. To conform to the equilibrium structures of the HF and HCl fragments at long ion-molecule distances, the So,(y) function must satisfy the following asymptotic constraints: lim sl(y) = --y+ Jz I,
(1) y-.--cc lim So,(y) =y+ Jz R,(Hc~).
Y-+fm Accordingly, the analytic function selected to represent the MEP is of the form so,~Y~=fl[.~l~Y~l+fz~~l~Y~l~ (3) where gl(y) is a monotonic function which reduces to y asymptotically,
f*(g) is a fitting function which decays to zero as y approaches f CO, and al and a2 are adjustable parameters. When the first two terms in Eq. (4) are expanded for large g, the coefficients of p cancel. The composite large-g limits of the last two terms in Eq. (4) thus provide intercepts for the linear asymptotes off 1 ({) in accord with Eqs.
( 1) and (2). In the first step of the So,(y) fit, g1 (y) =y was initially assumed, and the parameters al and a2 were chosen by inspection to maximize the smoothness of the Sol-f 1 difference points which determine f 2 (6). The range off 2 (0 in the resulting data set was [-0.2,0.2] bohr. Subsequently, a six-parameter nonlinear least-squares fit of the data was performed to the function 
where the force constants Fjj, Fijk, and Fjjkl involve the symmetry coordinates S, and S,. In order to satisfy these derivative conditions, final modifications of the L$ (y) function were made by adding a short-range modulation function to the linear component of cl(y):
xsech [3(y-y') ].
From the s",(y"), S',(y"), S"\(y'), and s" "',(y') values, {l(y"), g;(y"), S;(y"), and c;"(y") were found using chainrule differentiation, allowing the coefficients a+,, in Eq. (9) to be determined analytically. Note in Table VI that the values of ag-a12 are actually very small, indicating the almost negligible effect of the modulation function in g1 (y) on the fmal Sl(y) fit. The residuals of the fit are plotted underneath the r1 (y ) curve in Fig. 2 . The largest residuals (ca. 0.002 bohr ) , which occur for positive values of y, are more a consequence of diminished accuracy accepted in the interpolation procedure for the Sq(y) points in this region than remaining deficiencies in the fit. In the region between y=-0.5 and -2.2 bohr, where the data set is most accurately determined, the rms error of the final So,(y) fit is only 0.0003 bohr.
B. MEP energy profile
For each of the 25 s",(y) points ascertained from ab initio energy calculations via polynomial interpolation schemes, an associated minimum-energy value E"(y) was obtained. The E'(y) data, which constitute the MEP energy profile, are plotted in Fig. 3 . Clearly exhibited in the figure are the prodigious ion-molecule complexation energy and the slow decay of the interaction energy characteristic of an ion-dipole system. The functional form invoked to represent the MEP energy profile is E(Y) =E0+2(hE,)~-'tan- '[gl[fi~(y) . . . and 83(& =~3[l+~d~-W +b6(whd2+b7E-b4> xsechChd6-bdl +bg sech [ (6--b,,) X (h f&2 tanhE--bd )I +2-'(1-tanh[b,3(~-b14)l). l 3l :13) In addition, Ec is the absolute optimum energy of HF+Cl-, AEe is the proton-transfer energy as before, and the bi quantities are adjustable parameters. As in the g1 (y) case, g2b) is a monotonic function which is principally linear in y.
The seemingly recondite E"(y) function is elucidated in Table VII , where asymptotic forms are tabulated for the various components of Eq. (10). The distinguishing characteristic of the inverse tangent functions in the E"(y) expression is the property limg+ + cI tan-'(f) = f r/2 =F l/c. As c--CO and the ion-molecule system approaches the HF+Cl-limit, gt(c) increases in magnitude exponentially, and thus tan-'[gr (,GJ] decays exponentially to -2-'7r. In contrast, the leading term in g2(Q behaves as --g asymptotically, and consequently 1 + 27r-' tan-'Cgz ({>I decays as lW2. Thus, the form in Eq. ( 10) generates the requisite -pHFRM2 long-range interaction energy as g--03 due to the limiting relation c2-+y2d2-' R(H-CU2. The roles of g,(f) and g2(g> are reversed in the limit 54 + CO, as the g2 asymptotic dependence of g, (g) leads to a -pU,or Rm2 long-range interaction energy. Note also that the shift of the energy asymptote to Eo+AEe, the proper value for HCl+F-, is automatically satisfied by Eq. (10) ergy asymptote at {=O. This condition necessitates the predominant linear form g2(y) =y--y*, where the shift parameter y* is directly determined from the energy profile data as the root of E"(y) =E,,. The parameters bl and b2 in Eqs. ( 11) and (12) engender higher-order terms in the multipole expansion of the long-range F-. * *HCl and Cl-; * . HF binding energies, respectively. Equivalently, these constants allow the origin of the ion-dipole separation vector (R) in the multipole expansion to be shifted from the hydrogen atom to intermediate positions along the respective HCl and HF bond axes. In actuality, the b, and 6, parameters were selected here by graphical inspection to optimize the smoothness and asymptotic characteristics of the data set derived from the &7(y) points for the fit of g3(c). The flexibility of Eq. (10) needed to fit the E"(y) data was therefore concentrated in g3 (6). By assuming c2 (y) =y --y*, a simultaneous nonlinear least-squares fit of b3-b14 to the g,(c) points was performed and found to give excellent results. The resulting g3( kJ .function reaches a maximum of 1.14 near f= -2.0 and decays exponentially to 0 and 1 as 64 + co and -00, respectively.
The final function employed for g2(2(y) to complete the specification of E"(y) was +b~~(y-y")31sech[3(y--y")l, (14) where the coefficients (b15-b18) of the short-range modulation function were selected in order that the total derivatives of E"(y) at y" are identical to those required by the known quartic force field: 
g4) E'(5) &&l+-) b, 2 .5 aE"(y) is the MEP energy profile function of J?q (10). 
As in the case of cl(y), the modulation function for c2(y) has only a very small effect on the overall fit. The residuals of the final E"(y) fit are plotted in Fig. 3 with the MEP energy profile data. The largest residuals do not exceed 7.6 cm-' (0.035 mH) out of a range of 21 810 cm-' and are commensurate with the accuracy of the input data itself in the surrounding regions. Between y= -0.5 and -2.2, the region of greatest accuracy in the E'(y) data, the rms error is only 2.6 cm-'.
C. Linear potential function
For each fixed value of y, the potential energy for linear [FHCl]-structures approaches + CO as x-+ 1~1, reaches its minimum value E"(y) as x +,Yl (y ) , and increases asymptotically to either E( Ff H-t-Cl-) or E(F-+H+Cl) as x-+ + CO. The energy curves Vri,(x;Y) along these cross sections for fixed y were represented here as Varshni-type functions in a variable (a) which acts as the displacement xdiatomic potential'** 
The parameter E in Eq. (20) was set to 0.2 bohr, a small value which maintains the principal relation (T=x-jy] throughout the ion-molecule bonding region but averts discontinuities in the derivatives of the surface near y=O. Because the experimental electron affinity (EA) of the chlorine atom (3.615 eV) is greater than that of fluorine (3.399 eV>, "I the fragmented system F+H+Cl-is 4.98 kcal mol-' lower in energy than F-+H+ Cl. Therefore, for negative values of y, which correspond to structures of FH * Cl-character, it is unequivocal that the proper dissociation energy in Eq. ( 19) is the sum of the bond energy of hydrogen fluoride, D,(HF), and the intermediate complexation energy relative to HF+Cl-, viz., E,-,!%"(y). For large positive values of y, the potential curve for increasing x remains of F-e. -He. -Cl character until a seam is encountered 4.98 kcal mol-' below the F-+H+Cl asymptote. Because this seam involving the different states of the atomic fragments lies over 160 kcal mol-' above the optimum [FHCl]-structure, it is of no consequence in the vibrational studies here. Accordingly, the final function employed for the dissociation energy along the MEP was
empirical values' ' '9 ' l2 being assumed for D,(HF) and A(EA) =EA(Cl) -EA(F).
Note that the last term on the right side of Eq. (22) provides a smooth transformation of the effective dissociation limit from D,( F+H+ Cl-) to D, (F-+H+Cl) to the extent of 99.5% within the region ~~ [0.8,4.8] bohr. As such, this transformation affects no part of the surface lying lower in energy than the separated species HF+ Cl-.
In analogy to the diatomic Varshni relation f /3'$ *-1, e r 1 e (23) in which f,, is the equilibrium quadratic force constant, the dominant contribution (B) to the /3(x,y) function in Eq. ( 19) was expressed as
where the force constant F"(u) corresponds to (a2v,iJ k2) evaluated on the MEP at (+!Yi (y>,y>. As in the case of So,(y) and E"(y), the function P(y) is subject to asymptotic constraints, viz., 
Y-fm Hence, the form chosen for P(y) was
in which h(y) is a monotonic fitting function which is linear in y at large ion-molecule separations:
Cs(Y--4) +%(y-y")2 + l+c7(y--4) +cg(y-y">2 * 1 (28) For the 25 values of y at which SD,(y) and 6(y) data were determined, p(y) points also resulted from the polynomial interpolation procedures. The cl coefficient in Eq. (28) was selected to exactly reproduce the equilibrium quadratic force constant (F,,) of [FHCl]-while the remaining parameters (c2-cg) were subsequently determined from a simultaneous nonlinear least-squares fit. Plots of P(y) and p(y) appear in Fig. 4 . At 0.10 A intervals of y between -2.835 and -0.378 bohr, additional ab initio energy points were computed at successively larger positive and negative x displacements until the energy of the HF+Cl-asymptote was exceeded. For each of these points, the expression for V,i,(X;y) was inverted to find the solutions of Eq. ( 19) for p. In this way a data set was obtained from which the function fl(x,y) was fitted, the chosen form being 
quantifies the deviation of x from the MEP. The term which augments B(v) in Eq. (29) is well behaved as S--f f CO, and its quadratic form in S near the MEP allows the full quartic force field along this path to be accurately described. Indeed, the parametric dependence on y of the coefficients of 6 and a2 was explicitly constructed to yield accurate values of the cubic and quartic force constants of HF, HCl, and [FHCl]-. The interspersion of linear points at which ab initio energy values were determined in the construction of V,i,(X;Y) is depicted in Fig. 5 in relation to the energy contours for dissociation to HF+ Cl-and HCl+F-. A more extensive contour plot of Vri,(X;y) appears in Fig. 6 . In Table VIII , the TZ( 1 + ) (3d,3p) CCSD energy points for all linear structures are tabulated alongside the residuals of the final fit. A more extensive tabulation including the corresponding RHF and MP2 data is provided as supplementary material in the Physics Auxiliary Publication Service (PAPS) .lgg The maximum residual for the CCSD points lying below the HF+ Cl-threshold (7979 cm-') is only 11.1 cm-', and the rms error in this data set is a mere 3.9 cm-'. Moreover, the accuracy of the analytic representation of the CCSD surface is maintained even for very high energies, n.b., the largest E( CCSD) values in Table  VIII involve contributions lower than tenth order in the angle displacement p to be conveniently described by the explicit expansion in even powers of sin(p) appearing first in Eq. (32). The last term in the Vbnd expression was appended after the determination of the k,,(x,y) coefficients in order to refine the final fit at highly distorted geometries. This alteration is negligible near linearity but peaks sharply at p = 2-'7~ due to the magnitude of
The Coulombic repulsion term in Eq. (32) is solely responsible for the barrier to internal rotation since all subsequent terms are of periodicity S-rather than 27~. For large ion-molecule separations (R ) , the internal rotation barriers must decay as 2,uRm2, a condition which is satisfied by selecting A(y) =2-r 
r(H-F)+R(H-C1)] and y=2-'"[r(H-F) -R(H-Cl)].
As indicated by affixed labels, the first contour line is 1 kcal mol-' above the local minimum of the complex, and subsequent contours appear every 5 kcal mol-t. at p=r and/or 2-'a. The function A(y) and the barrier to internal rotation, B(y), are plotted in Fig. 7 in the entrance channel of the MEP.
In order to ascertain the k2,, coefficients, in which the flexibility of the bending potential near linearity is concentrated, eighteen linear reference points were judiciously chosen from which bending dispIacements were executed every 5" until the computed ab initio energy exceeded the HF + Cl-dissociation limit. These reference structures correspond to the enlarged points plotted in Fig. 5 . From the energy values for p = Y, the quadratic bending force constants (2k,) at the reference structures were evaluated by a finite-ditference formula, and the results were fit to the functional form (36) t;tx,y) =~Z,(x,y;d16,d17,d18,1) +fi4(X,d19,0,lh The higher-order bending force constants in Eq. (32) were ascertained at each linear reference structure in a sequential manner by performing least-squares fits to data points for progressively larger values of p while fixing all previously determined lower-order constants. As in the k2 case, the functional dependence of the k4, k6, and k, coefficients was constructed by considering families of curves of constant S (x,y) . The final functions given by the procedure were 
The function I'( q;$=O. 1) is indistinguishable from 7 in the bonding region of the [FHCl]-surface but transforms to an asymptotically decaying function for r7<q", thus averting abrupt singularities in Eqs. (42)- (44). In Table IX the TZ( 1 + ) (3d,3p) CCSD energy points for all nonlinear structures are listed with the e(CCSD) residuals. As before, the corresponding RHF and MP2 data are provided as supplementary material in PAPS.tg9 For the CCSD points lying below the HF+Cl-dissociation limit with distortions less than 90, the rms error of the analytic fit is 9.3 cm-*. Among several tests of the smoothness of the analytic bending potential was the construction of contour plots for excursions of the chloride ion around the HF monomer held rigid at the equilibrium configura-tion of the ion-molecule complex. These contour plots are depicted in Fig. 8 , where the bending potential is seen to be well behaved even near the HF+Cl-dissociation limit.
V. VIBRATIONAL EIGENSPECTRUM OF [FHCl]-
The analytic representation of the global surface of FHCl]-in a form which exhibits all requisite asymptotic characteristics provides for the variational determination of the complete vibrational eigenspectrum of [FHCl] -to near the HF+Cl-dissociation limit. This achievement facilitates an analysis of highly excited eigenstates of the system and thus actuates the investigation of several contemporary issues of vibrational dynamics: ( 1) the adiabatic separation of protonic and interhalogen motions,"' (2) occurrences and patterns of anharmonic resonances, (3) the "entropy" of wave function mixing,"' especially for states with extreme motion in a particular mode,'g1 (4) the density of vibrational states at high energies,'g1-'95 and (5) signatures of quantum ergodicity'94"95 in the spacing distribution of adjacent energy levels. This section is focused on the analysis of such phenomena in the [FHCl]-complex. The chemical interpretation of the vibrational structure of [FHCl]-is discussed above in Sec. III. '
A. Vibrational methodology
The Jacobi coordinates (%,Y,T) for the interaction of Cl-with HF are a near optimal set of curvilinear internal variables for the current vibrational analysis because they not only provide a natural description of the dissociation channel but also closely mimic the normal modes at equilibrium. As denoted h&e, W is the distance from the Clion to the center of mass of the HF fragment, r is the H-F distance, and Q-is th,e angle subtended by the two radial direction vectors, W and i. When represented in a symmetric-top basis JKM), the exact vibrational kinetic 1 energy operator, glib (K',K) = (JK'M 1 f 1 KM), expressed in Jacobi coordinates ' is16' in which nfK=[.J(J+ 1) --K(K+ 1)]1'2, the reduced masses pl and ,u2 refer to the (HF)-Cland H-F subsystems, respectively, the body-fixed quaztization axis (z) is assumed to lie along the radial vector W, and (J,K,M) is the conventional set of quantum numbers for the total angular momentum J and its projections on the body-and space-fixed z axes.
Algorithmic details160-'64 of the vibrational methods employed here have been described in a previous communication.la In brief, rovibrational eigenfunctions are cdn- 
where~=OifP=(-l)J,and~=lifP=(-l)J+l.Only J=O and 1 vibrational levels were computed for [FHCl]-. Because the coupling matrix elements between (J',/> = ( 1 -,O) and ( 1 -, 1) states are minuscule, the resultant rms rotational &ype doubling of the ( l*,l) manifolds is only 0.016 cm-l for the lowest 265 vibrational levels. Therefore, the recontraction step of Eq. (50) has essentially no effect on the vibrational eigenvalues reported here. The determination of the single-mode basis functions was initiated by converging the vibrational self-consistentfield (VSCF) procedure'97*'98 on the lowest state of each JP/manifold, providing the final &f/set and preliminary radial functions as the spectrum of occupied and virtual modals for each coordinate. The VSCF angular modals (c ') were represented as linear combinations of associ- @2", 3.87877, -1.31jlO;3.14159,332181.33, -745.53); (221,4.19277, -1.70075,3.14159,136708.08,803.90 ated Legendre functions fi(cos 7) with the maximum value of L (52 for J=O) and quadrature parameters selected automatically.'60 The VSCF equations for the radial modes were solved numerically to high precision by means of the finite-difference boundary value method.'@ The mesh size and range were also selected automatically,'60 and the finite-difference approximation of the secondderivative operator involved 27 points. The total number of grid points generated in the J=O case was 703 and 76 for !R and r, respectively. In order to improve the description of highly excited stretching states, the VSCF radial functions were contracted by computing state-averaged natural modals.'61 In this procedure, the configuration space & in Eq. (49) W coordinate extends far into the dissociation channel for higher vibrational levels, some modifications of the procedures described previouslyi6' were required in the computation of matrix elements of the potential energy function, (u;u$j 1 V(W,r,r) 1 uluZus). For each coordinate GaussLegendre quadrature nodes were used with weights derived as before, and the number of points was determined automatically using an accuracy criterion of 10e5. In integrations over radial modes, ten separate quadratures over equally spaced intervals were employed with independent adjustment of the number of points within each partition. For J-0 the total number of points for integrations over W, 7, r was 58, 28, and 56, respectively, and the associated quadrature errors were shown by test results to affect the vibrational eigenvalues by less than 0.1 cm-'. Because the weight functions in the radial quadratures included coefficients of !Rm2 and r-", terms in the Hamiltonian involving these factors were integrated exactly. It was found advantageous to order the quadratures so that integrations were performed last over the coordinate (W) with the largest number of basis functions and quadrature points. Finally, to minimize numerical instabilities in converging highly excited bound-state wave functions, the system was effectively placed in a box by the addition of a potential term (in atomic units) V,,(R) = e4(R--Ro), where R is the H-Cl distance and R,= 15 bohr. Variation of the onset parameter R, between 10 and 15 bohr in preliminary test calculations for J=O revealed that the effect of the box constraint on the lowest 150 energy levels was less than the uncertainties arising from quadrature errors or limitations of the configuration space.
In the determination of the final vibrational wave functions, the selection of the conliguration space &' in Eq. (49) was accomplished by an energy selection criterionlm based on VSCF eigenvalues for the angular mode and diagonal elements of the VSCF Hamiltonian in the natural modal basis for the radial modes. In the J=O case, the excitation energy cutoff was placed at L$y + 0.07 a.u., giving a Hamiltonian matrix of total dimension 2123 involving 96, 20, and 8 active single-mode functions f:'(n), &f '(r) , and hfr'( r), respectively.2" The somewhat insignificant recontraction step of Eq. (50) for Jp= 1 -was implemented using an energy cutoff of 0.046 a.u. and thus included 296 and 246 state functions ( Qz"') for /=O and 1, respectively. The majority of the CPU time required for the vibrational analysis was spent in the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrices for each value of JPf. All selection criteria in this investigation were ascertained on the basis of systematic convergence studies, which provided the following maximum uncertainty estimates (E, cm-') for the roots of the J=O Hamiltonian between states n1 and n2: e(ni-n2) =0.001 (l-15), 0.07 (16-45), 0.75 (46-&O), 3.2 (81-150), and 8.1 (151-200) . Energy levels and wave function components are given in Tables X and XI for eigenstate listed. The underlying quartic force field of [gHCl]-and the spectroscopic constants derived from it are given above in Table V . Finally, for reference in future spectroscopic studies, selected variationally determined vibrational levels of FDCl]-lying below 3100 cm-' are listed in Table XII At low energies the vibrationally adiabatic picture predicts the existence of uniform progressions of chloride stretching states appearing on famifies of widely separated, effective one-dimensional potentials, V,,(W, v2, v3) , which depend on the quantum numbers for the high-frequency vibrations. At higher vibrational energies avoided crossings between these effective potentials are encountered at certain values of 3, and mixing of adiabatic chloride stretching states results. Epa and Thorson"' have provided several plots which depict the effects of such avoided crossings on the effective potentials for the symmetric vibrational stretching mode of [FHFJ-. In the presence of intertwining effective potential curves, it is necessary to solve a set of coupled-channel adiabatic equations"' to ascertain the strength of the resulting anharmonic resonances and the extent of wave function mixing. To the degree that the nonadiabatic coupling is strong, direct variational methods of full dimensionality are required to compute reliable wave functions effectively.
states, and also in Figs. 13 and 14 by plots of S&,, values and adjacent-level spacings, 6 (u,) =Eul -Evl-1, for the I ul 0 0) and ( u1 0 1) progressions. It is useful to focus tist on the ) u1 0 0) states. The nodal patterns (Figs. 9 and 10) exhibited by these states are remarkably regular, and vibrational adiabaticity is clearly demonstrated in that the spatial extent of the wave function lobes in the direction of the antisymmetric stretching coordinate (y) is virtually constant not only within each eigenstate but also throughout the entire vibrational progression. The ( u1 ,ul -1) level spacings (Fig. 13 ) within this series of states start at 247.2 cm-' and decrease uniformly to 44.7 cm-' at u1 =49. The first several members are predicted to form a linear progression S(v1)=v,+2(vl-l)~11=251.9-5.78 u1 cm-' (cf. Table V) according to second-order perturbation theory, and indeed this formula reproduces the observed spacings within 2 cm-' through ul= 18.
The character of rigorously determined vibrational wave functions is conveniently quantified by "entropy of mixing" data for a given eiienstate. For each coordinate 4, the entropy of mixing component for the nth state (Sqti,,J is defined by "' Apart from a small disturbance at u1 = 13, Sb,, increases in an incremental fashion for the lowest 20 I u1 0 0) states. While not unexpected, this behavior contrasts that observed spectroscopically1g1 in the 14 000-20 000 cm-' region of the So surface of HFCO, where there appears to exist a series of vibrational states (2,6,; U= 13, 15, 17, 19) which become unmixed as the motion in the out-of-plane bending mode (vg) becomes more extreme. The first sharp resonance in the ( ul 0 0) series for FHCl]-occurs between the I20 0 0) and I 11 2 0) configurations, whose eigenstates lie 3827.6 and 3832.9 cm-', respectively, above the ground vibrational state. For laiger values of ul, a periodic phasing and dephasing of resonance interactions between I u1 0 0) and I ZJ; 2 0) configurations is observed, as shown strikingly by the S,,, plot in Fig. 13 . The associated displacements in the S(vl) series are generally less than 4 cm-'. For example, a strong mixing of the I36 0 0) and I24 2 0) configurations is found in the eigenstate at 5518.4 cm-', and S(36) =80.8 and 6(37) =73.0 cm-' are thus displaced by + 1.4 and -3.8 cm-l, respectively, from the values given by a linear interpolation of the S (35) and S( 38) spacings. It is noteworthy that the mixing with configurations of the type I vi 0 1) is quite small for eigenstates in the I ul 0 0) progression which have as many as 50 quanta in the chloride stretching mode.
i where {nD is the set of occupation numbers for the natural modals of each coordinate. Note that if one of the occupation numbers is unity and the rest are zero for a given coordinate, then the associated entropy component vanishes. Here a total entropy of mixing is defined for ease of analysis, Smix,n= 2 S%x,n 3 4
and for each eigenstate in Tables X and XI the computed  value for Sti,,, is listed. The interplay of vibrational adiabaticity and resonance interactions is elucidated in Figs. 9-12 by wave function contour plots for series of 1 u1 0 0), 1 u1 0 l), and 1 u1 0 2) Regularity of nodal patterns and evidence of vibrational adiabaticity is essentially maintained in the wave functions for the I ul 0 1) and 1 u1 0 2) states, as revealed in the contour plots of Figs. 11 and 12. In particular, the multinode structure extending into the HF + Cl-dissociation channel for the ( u1 0 0) states becomes bi-and trifurcated as quanta are added to the H-F antisymmetric stretching mode. For the wave functions of higher-lying I LQ 0 1) and I u1 0 2) eigenstates, small, irregular undulations at large (HF)-Clseparations become noticeable which arise from moderate mixing of the dominant configurations with more highly oscillatory wave functions with fewer multifurcated lobes. The level-spacing data depicted in Fig. 14 'Variational eigenstates of the TZ( I+ ) (3d,3p) CCSD surface for which there is no total or vibrational angular momentum (/=O) . Energy levels (I&) are tabulated in cm -r relative to the ground vibrational state, which lies 2575.64 cm-' above the minimum of the surface in the final calculations. As defined in the text, S,,,, is the "entropy of mixing" for each eigenstate. In the lists of wave function components, the three largest configuration interaction coefficients are given in the basis of configuration state functions 1 uru& comprised of natural modals for each coordinate determined for the specific eigenstate of concern. The quantum numbers for the natural modals are ambiguous in some cases. The current assignments were made by counting nodes between oscillations with local maxima at least 20% of the absolute maximum. Adjustments have been made for the leading configurations of roots 60 and 146 to clarify the progression placements.
ti 52 separation is 279.3 cm-', whereas the spacing progression derived from the anharmonic constants of Table V is S(V~)=Y~+~~~+~(U~-~)X~~ = 268.8-5.78 u1 cm-'. Therefore, the quartic force field of [FHCI]-qualitatively explains the shift of the 1 u1 0 1) spacing progression upward from the analogous 1 u1 0 O} curve but fails to quantitatively predict the position of the first member of the series. Nevertheless, while variations within the progression are substantial, several points (vl=8, 10, 11, 13, and 14) lie within 3 cm-' of the idealized linear form. In general, the Smix,,l values in the 1 u1 0 1) series are much larger and more erratic than their 1 u1 0 0) counterparts. The 11 0 1) and 12 0 1) eigenstates have sizeable components from configurations of ) u; 4 0) type, and the 17 0 1) state form; a resonant pair with I17 2 0) at (4707.2, 4716.6) cm . In brief, the breakdown of the adiabatic approximation in these cases is quite severe.
C. Density of vibrational states
In statistical theories of chemical reaction rates, a central role is assumed by the density of vibrational states, p (EJ) , of molecular complexes. However, the accurate a priori determination of p (EJ) and its integral W(E,J) , the total number of accessible states, is a formidable challenge at high energies. In Stark-level crossing experiments on D&O at 28 370 cm-', Polik et al. 'g3 observed more than 1200 resonances within a 0.2 cm-' range between highly excited So vibronic states and J= 1, 2, 3, and 4 levels in the 4l S1 manifold. The density of vibrational states of all symmetries on the So surface was found to be 44Oh 110 states per cm-', a number six times greater than that given by a direct-count algorithm incorporating first-order anharmanic terms. In stimulated emission pumping (SEP ) spectra of HFCO in the 16 000 cm-' region, Choi and Moore1g1 observed roughly 10 u" vibrational states per cm -l, whereas a direct count of u" levels using a complete set of anharmonic constants predicted about 2.6 states per cm -'. These discrepancies and others'g4~'g5 led Choi and Moore to conclude that "a better method to calculate the density of states of highly excited molecules has to be developed." In approaching this issue, systematic compari-sons are needed between the number of highly excited vibrational states obtained by converged variational procedures and conventional extrapolations based on harmonic and anharmonic molecular force fields. A brief comparison of state counts by various procedures in the case of [FHCl] -is thus warranted.
In Fig. 15 
with spectroscopic constants from Table V , and C involves only the harmonic terms in Eq. (53). At 7500 cm-' the variational and anharmonic state counts (7 1) are identical, but the harmonic estimate (46) reveals that this approximation has already deteriorated significantly. Near 8000 cm-' the anharmonic procedure becomes invalid because the negative, diagonal anharmonic contribution for the chloride stretching mode overtakes the harmonic term at u,=43 and causes a turnover in the energy-level pattern. Consequently, curve B in Fig. 15 is truncated shortly after it departs from curve A, and corresponding state counts at higher energies cannot be made unless an extrapolation of lower-energy results is invoked. The variational data for W(E,J=O) clearly exhibit an exponential dependence and are closely fit by the function W,, [E(cm-') ,J=O]= 1.110 18 .L?'~~".~ above 5000 cm-'. In contrast, the harmonic data in the 5000-9000 cm-' region are not described well by an exponential function but can be reproduced by the quadratic form wr,, [E(cm-') ,J=O]=[(E-2588.8)/713.63]2. Upon differentiation these functions yield the following expressions for the density of states: &&(cm-1),J=O]=6.141 x lo-4 eE/1807.8 and P,,-[E(cm-i),J=O]=3.927X lo@ E. Therefore, at E= 10 000 cm-', for example, the harmonic approximation already underestimates the variational density of states by a factor of 3.9. The W(E,J) data for J= 1 are very similar to the results for J=O searches for signatures of quantum ergodicity in the highly excited vibrational states of small molecules, as exemplified by the experiments of Abramson et al. 1g4*1g5 in which curious clumps spanning about 1.5 cm-l and consisting of 50-75 vibrational levels each were observed at intervals of roughly 10 cm-' in the SEP spectra of acetylene near 27 900 cm-'. Among various tests for ergodicity in quantum dynamics is the distribution of nearest-neighbor level spacings. In classical systems exhibiting chaotic behavior, extensive mixing occurs among all nuclear degrees of freedom, and the available phase space is fully sampled. In such cases the quantum mechanical eigenspectrum displays repulsions among energy levels and a uniform pattern of spacings in which accidental degeneracies are of vanishingly small probability. In ergodic systems the spacing distribution, P(s), is anticipated to be of the idealized form first suggested by Wigner201
where S is the average level spacing in the spectrum. In contrast, if the classical dynamics of a system is dominated by quasiperiodic trajectories which are stable against intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR), a random distribution of quantum mechanical levels occurs which gives rise to a Poisson distribution of energy spacings, viz.,1g4p1g5 P,(d=(~)ev( 4).
Recently Choi and LightiN have computed highly excited vibrational eigenstates of H20 for two different analytic forms of the ground-state potential energy surface with the aid of DVR techniques. Dissimilarities in the spacing distributions for the two surfaces were apparent with the peculiar result that a Wigner-type profile was found in one case and a Poisson-type profile in the other. Here a preliminary analysis of the spacing distribution of excited vibrational states of [FHCl] -is reported, thus adding another molecule to the set of test results for quantum ergodicity.
The highly excited vibrational eigenstates of [FHCl]-were analyzed by computing the magnitude of each state separation relative to the local average spacing for 2 L + 1 encompassing intervals, i.e., a data set {t,) for the relative spacing distribution was constructed using the relationlgO The range of total vibrational energy in the analysis started at 5000 cm-' and extended beyond the highest levels reported in Tables X and XI to the limit of well-converged eigenvalues near 9500 cm-'. Specifically, for J=O the spacings between all roots in the range 17<n<224-L were included in the statistics. By sorting the N values within the {t,) set according to size, a lexically-ordered collection of points {(t&( tk) =k/iV),k= 1,2,...,N) was obtained which samples the integrated probability distribution function f(t) =
In Fig. 16 a plot of the observed J=O data for f(t) is shown, as extracted from the vibrational eigenspectrum using a local averaging parameter of L=8. These statistical data were found to be remarkably invariant to L, at least for values between 5 and 12. Moreover, the distribution for J= 1 levels cannot be distinguished from that in Fig. 16 without close inspection and thus is not displayed here.
The observed integrated probability distribution points are nicely enveloped by the analytic Wigner and Poisson forms, fw(t) = 1 -e-?ri2'4 and f,(t) =1-e-', respectively. However, the points exhibit a decay profile for t-+0 and an asymptotic tail for t + CO which are more closely described by the Poisson distribution. In fact, if the fractional Poisson character is employed as an adjustable parameter in a least-squares fit of the observed distribution, the function fobs(t) =0.672 f,(t) +0.328 f,(t) is obtained, which is seen to provide an excellent fit to the data in Fig. 16 . Differentiation of this expression for fobs (t) gives the probability distribution function Pobs( t) , which is also plotted in Fig. 16 derance of eigenstates with regular nodal patterns, such as those depicted in Figs. 9-12. This conclusion is supported by the fact that most of the leading configuration interaction coefficients for the eigenstates listed in Tables X and  XI are larger than 0.80. Nevertheless, the same list of wave function components reveals that intermingled among these classically quasiperiodic levels are eigenstates which exhibit strong resonances and add a significant ergodic component to the spacing distribution.
VI. SYNOPSIS
In Sec. I an apologia is given for detailed studies of the [FHCl]-anion in view of its relevance to transition state spectroscopy experiments and the unique vibrational dynamics of hydrogen bihalide systems. These considerations have prompted the report here of three connected studies of [FHCl] -performed with the ab initio electronic structure methods summarized in Sec. II. In the first study (Sec. III) chemical and physical aspects of the [FHCl]-complex were definitively characterized, including central thermochemical and spectroscopic issues as well as the nature of the bonding in the complex. After careful calibrations of ab initio methods, a flexible global surface for [FHCl]-was constructed (Sec. IV) which exhibits the necessary asymptotic properties for the study of vibrational dynamics at high energies. Subsequently, a rigorous variational determination of several hundred of the lowest J=O and J= 1 eigenstates of [FHCl]-was performed (Sec. V) followed by an analysis of vibrational adiabaticity, anharmonic resonances, densities of high-lying states, and signatures of quantum ergodicity. In several respects the collective scope and rigor of the studies reported here is unprecedented for polyatomic molecular anions.
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